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RobeRt f.  bacheR

August 31, 1905—November 18, 2004

by waRd whaling

after bacher retired from caltech, he took part in 10 hour-long interviews 
(1981 and 198�) conducted by the caltech archives as part of its oral history 
Project. he was invited to talk about the highlights of his career—events, 
people, places—and the result was more monologue than question-and-an-
swer session. the transcript1 of his recorded remarks, edited and amended 
by bacher himself, amounts to an informal autobiography of 196 pages. i 
have drawn heavily from this source in preparing this memoir. many pas-
sages, phrases, even single words appear below in quotation marks. Unless 
otherwise attributed it is bacher speaking; they are his recorded words.

another resource i used is the Robert F. Bacher Papers, 1924-2004 in the caltech 
archives: 70 file boxes occupying 40 linear feet. bacher spent several years 
of his retirement putting this vast collection in order before donating it to 
caltech. it has been indexed by the archives staff; the index to the collec-
tion is available online.2

Robert fox baCher was born in loudonville, ohio, on 
august �1, 1905. three years later his family moved to 

ann arbor, michigan, where his father was in banking ser-
vices and his mother was a voice teacher on the University 
of michigan music faculty. young bob attended the public 
schools in ann arbor but found little good to say about his 
early education: “it was boring, even though i managed to 
skip some grades.”
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he recalled that his decision to pursue a career in sci-
ence originated with a book he read while a senior in high 
school: frederick aston’s Isotopes. “his book was essentially 
a description of the work he had done over many years to 
measure the masses of isotopes of the elements. i found it 
fascinating. within half an hour, looking at that book, i knew 
what i wanted to study. it was just that quick. i thought it 
was chemistry, because i’d found the book in the chemistry 
library at the University. there was no mention of atoms in 
the [high school] physics course i had.”

by the time he entered the University of michigan, just a 
few blocks from his home, he had learned from a neighbor 
that to follow aston’s lead he would need to major in physics 
instead of chemistry. that neighbor was harrison Randall, 
head of the physics department at the university and the 
only role model mentioned in the oral history; Randall’s 
important contribution to bacher’s career will come a few 
years later.

in spite of his plan to study physics, at the university he 
didn’t take a physics course until his junior year, in part 
because he was immersed in nonacademic distractions. he 
had joined a fraternity (Kappa sigma) and was living in 
the frat house instead of at home. by his sophomore year 
he had become the house manager, with a budget of some 
$20,000/year and six employees to supervise. “i’ve forgotten 
exactly how this happened, but they needed somebody to 
take on the job. i learned quite a lot out of that but it took 
quite a lot of time.” he resigned at the end of his junior 
year and moved back home, and “spent all my time trying 
to get caught up and learn some physics during my senior 
year. my undergraduate education had a lot of holes in it 
and wasn’t really very good.”
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gRadUate school, 1926-19�0

on Randall’s recommendation, “i applied to harvard’s 
graduate school in physics and was accepted and spent the 
academic year 1926-1927 there, mostly taking courses. the 
most interesting was a reading course with John slater, a 
young assistant professor. it was my first introduction to 
quantum mechanics. this material was all new and not yet 
incorporated in the regular course. at that time everything 
in physics was just changing like mad.”

during the year bacher was in cambridge, his father suf-
fered a heart attack. for financial and family reasons bob was 
unable to continue at harvard. he went back to ann arbor 
to help his mother, and he continued his graduate study at 
the University of michigan with a teaching assistantship. in 
later years he judged this switch to michigan as very fortunate. 
“that was the year (1927) that Uhlenbeck, goudsmit, and 
david denisson all came to ann arbor! otto laporte had 
joined the michigan faculty in 1926, while i was away, and 
i actually started some work with laporte that first summer 
i came back home. michigan really took a quantum jump 
at that time, adding four young theoretical physicists that 
made it a fascinating place for me to be.”

the University of michigan had another new and unique 
asset. in 1927 Randall had started a summer school in theo-
retical physics as part of his plan to attract first-rank euro-
pean scientists for his faculty. it was organized as a high-level 
international scientific congress for part of each day, and for 
the rest of the day as a summer vacation resort. this sum-
mer school attracted the most distinguished scientists in the 
world, and leading U.s. physicists came to meet the foreign 
celebrities—a veritable who’s who in theoretical physics.

the bacher family owned a summer cottage on lake 
cavanaugh, a few miles outside ann arbor, and it was at 
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the lake that the Randalls and the bachers were next-door 
neighbors. harrison Randall directed the summer school, and 
he used his lakeside cottage as an entertainment center for 
the conference attendees. graduate student bacher, living 
just next door, found himself drafted to serve as chauffeur, 
waiter, lifeguard for the swimmers, etc. one way or another, 
bacher appears to have met all the attendees. he recalled 
meeting fermi for the first time when one night, long after 
dark, fermi decided to swim across the lake—about three 
quarters of a mile—and bob thought somebody should go 
with him. “we swam slowly and had plenty of time to talk 
and get acquainted, going over and back.”

over and over again in bacher’s oral history when a new 
name appears in the narrative, it will be accompanied by “i 
had known him since ann arbor summer school days” or 
“i met him first in ann arbor in the summer of….” bacher 
continued to visit ann arbor and the summer school long 
after he moved away. it is impossible to overemphasize the 
importance to his career of the contacts he made there.

bacher’s long association with goudsmit began as soon as 
goudsmit arrived to take a position on the michigan faculty 
in 1927. “i signed up for goudsmit’s course on atomic struc-
ture. he began with the simplest elements in the periodic 
table and after about three weeks he said, ‘now somebody 
tell me an element and i’ll show you how to figure out what 
the ground state configuration is.’ i was sitting in the third 
row and i said, ‘gadolinium.’ i knew that gadolinium, in the 
middle of the rare earths, was absolutely the hardest element 
in the whole periodic table to figure out.” goudsmit gave bob 
a hard look and started to figure it out, “and he had a ter-
rible time. when the class was over he stopped me and said, 
‘how about coming around and talking to me in my office.’ 
when i got there he wanted to know how i knew there was 
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such an element as gadolinium, and how i knew it would be 
so tough. from then on, i worked with goudsmit.”

“working for him was really wonderful for me. during the 
time i was a graduate student, i think i must have averaged 
two or three hours a day with him. he knew every physicist 
in the world, which was great for me.” they worked on the 
Zeeman effect and hyperfine structure of atomic levels, 
analyzing spectra recorded by ernst back that goudsmit 
had brought over. their analysis of several levels in bismuth 
and thallium became bob’s Ph.d. dissertation: the Zeeman 
effect of hyperfine structure (19�0).

PostdoctoRal fellowshiP, caltech, 19�0-19�1

after receiving his Ph.d. in may 19�0, bacher’s next 
achievement was marriage to Jean dow, an ann arbor girl 
he had known since grade-school days. the two bachers then 
set out by car for Pasadena, where they would spend the first 
year of his national Research council fellowship, in 19�1. 
he had chosen caltech because “ira bowen was probably the 
best experimental spectroscopist in the country and he had 
done a lot of work on regularities in atomic spectra.”

although officially at caltech, he spent most days in 
the library at the Pasadena headquarters of the mt. wilson 
observatory, a better library for atomic spectroscopy than 
the one at caltech. his library project had been conceived 
as he and goudsmit were trying to fit theoretical models 
of the atom to the experimental spectroscopic information 
available from many laboratories over many years. as they 
searched one atom after another for regularities in spectral 
behavior, they began to assemble a systematic compilation 
of everything that was known about atomic states, listing 
for each term the term energy, J-value, parity, and electron 
configuration if known, with references to the source of the 
information.
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Realizing how useful their compilation could be to anyone 
working in atomic physics, they decided to prepare a pub-
lishable version that would list all known levels in all known 
atoms and ions. they worked full time on this during the 
summer before bacher left ann arbor and agreed to con-
tinue the collaboration by mail. bacher would assemble the 
experimental values from the literature; then goudsmit would 
look over the pages that bacher was sending him weekly (in 
longhand) and apply his expert judgment when conflicting 
experimental values required adjudication. the project was 
completed while bacher was in Pasadena, and they signed 
a contract with mcgraw-hill to publish Atomic Energy States, 
as Derived from the Analysis of Optical Spectra. this well-known 
volume of 55� pages—nearly all tables—appeared in 19�2, 
and amazon.com still offers “new and used” copies. this was 
the first such compendium of atomic data and amazingly it 
is still cited today.

while concentrating on this monumental literature 
search, bacher somehow found time to become acquainted 
with prominent scientists who visited caltech or the observa-
tory. with one such visitor william f. meggers, the senior 
spectroscopist at the national bureau of standards, bacher 
published a short paper (19�1) on the nuclear spin of two 
isotopes of rhenium.

at mit, 19�1-19�2

for the second year of his nRc fellowship bacher moved 
to mit to work with slater whom he had admired greatly 
since taking a course with him at harvard five years earlier. 
despite the long hours spent proofreading five hundred  
pages of tables from the printer, he enjoyed this second stay 
in cambridge very much. he picked up ideas from slater’s 
quantum mechanical treatment of atomic structure that he 
would soon put to use in the next phase of his research.
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the high point of his year at mit occurred when slater 
asked him to report to the weekly journal club on the 19�2 
paper by chadwick reporting the discovery of the neutron. 
in 19�1 the nucleus was believed to contain only protons, 
electrons, and alpha particles, and the mit physicists were 
skeptical of chadwick’s claim. slater told bacher to “look 
into it and give us a report on this nonsense.”

bacher studied the paper and saw that chadwick’s neutron 
could clear up troublesome anomalies bob had encountered 
in his study of nuclear spins and magnetic moments. for 
example, in chadwick’s view the li6 nucleus was composed 
of α + p + n instead of α + 2p + e in the conventional model. 
this would be consistent with the observed nuclear spin of 
1 for li6 if the neutron had spin 1/2, just as the proton did. 
furthermore, the new model would avoid the embarrassing 
fact that the magnetic moment of li6 is a thousand times 
smaller than the magnetic moment of the electron.

“when i had studied this paper a little i went to slater 
and told him, ‘this paper is one of the most revolutionary 
things that’s come in physics for a long time. it’s really cor-
rect.’” slater’s response was, “i’ll wait and hear about it when 
you give your seminar.”

“so i went in to face this seminar with all these well-known 
people in physics. i think almost the entire audience was skep-
tical, and here i was, just a young postdoctoral fellow, trying 
to espouse this work about neutrons. this really stirred me 
up a great deal, and at the end of a two-hour vigorous talk 
in the seminar, i think i convinced more than half of them 
that chadwick was right. they had come in thinking it was 
absolute nonsense, and i think they all went out to read his 
paper afterwards.” bacher certainly convinced e. U. condon 
who was visiting mit. four days after this seminar, bacher 
and condon submitted a letter to the Physical Review (19�2) 
arguing that the spin of the neutron must be 1/2.
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ann aRboR, 19�2-19�4

at the end of his nRc fellowship in 19�2 bacher returned 
to ann arbor for the summer. the United states was in the 
midst of the great depression and academic jobs were scarce, 
but the University of michigan awarded him a postdoctoral 
fellowship for 19�2-19��. when that appointment ran out, 
bacher was unemployed and living at his family home in 
ann arbor, but he always maintained that those years were 
“two of the best years i ever had—i could spend all of my 
time working on things.”

what he was working on was a “simple method for calcu-
lating the approximate energies of atomic levels” as a sum 
of observed energies of states of the ions of that atom. this 
method grew out of his mit work with slater. it also reflects 
his extensive work with goudsmit on regularities between 
similar atomic systems and isoelectronic sequences. the long 
paper (19�4) he produced at the end of those two “very 
good years” includes formulas for calculating the energy 
of an atomic level with a configuration of up to seven s- or 
p-electrons outside a closed shell. (the promise to include 
d-electrons in a subsequent part ii paper was never fulfilled.) 
to demonstrate that his method was more accurate, easier 
to use, and applicable to more complex atoms than the full 
quantum mechanical treatment with hartree wave functions, 
he compares experimental level energies in oxygen, nitrogen, 
and carbon with values calculated by the two methods.

he submitted the paper to the Physical Review just as he 
was leaving to take a new job at columbia University, and 
one can imagine his dismay when the paper was rejected. 
bacher convinced goudsmit that as primary author, he should 
settle this matter without goudsmit’s intervention, and then 
mailed off a strongly worded complaint to the editor of the 
journal. “i got a letter back, almost by return mail, accept-
ing the paper” (19�4). in later years bacher was pleased to 
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see that the method set forth in this paper has found wide 
application, particularly in molecular chemistry; and it is still 
being cited in the literature. “this was probably one of the 
better contributions i’ve made to physics.” and it marked 
the high point of his career as a theorist.

colUmbia UniVeRsity, 19�4-19�5

bacher obtained a position as instructor in the Physics 
department at columbia University for 19�4-19�5. he was 
attracted to columbia by i. i. Rabi’s atomic-beam studies of 
nuclear moments, the field that bacher studied by atomic 
spectroscopy. but columbia’s immediate need was for help 
with teaching the introductory physics course, and that was 
the way he spent his first and only year at columbia. he did 
manage to become thoroughly familiar with the research in 
Rabi’s lab and with the brilliant group of young researchers 
working there, notably Jerrold Zacharias, Jerome Kellogg, sid 
millman, and, of course, with Rabi. he would in the future 
work closely with these men. bacher enjoyed the stimulating 
scientific milieu at columbia, but he found it difficult to live 
in new york city on an instructor’s salary of $2,400.

in the spring of 19�5 hans bethe, who had only recently 
arrived in the United states to become an assistant professor 
at cornell, visited columbia to talk about the research he 
hoped to get started at cornell. bacher met him for the first 
time and was tremendously impressed. in long conversations 
the two men found that they had many common interests, and 
that some of the research bethe was planning might provide 
an opportunity for bacher to move into nuclear physics, a 
change he had been contemplating. these discussions led 
to an offer of an instructorship at cornell.

his friends at columbia thought it was “a little wild 
to go up to cornell, which was at that time not nearly as 
well known as columbia.” but cornell had bethe, and that 
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settled it. furthermore, bob and Jean were expecting their 
first child (martha, born december 17, 19�5), and ithaca, 
a university town like the one they had grown up in, was a 
more appealing place to raise a family, and less expensive, 
than new york city.

coRnell, 19�5-194�, mit Radiation lab

when bacher assumed his duties as instructor at cor-
nell in the fall of 19�5 he right away set about assembling 
a laboratory to continue his study of nuclear moments by 
high-resolution atomic spectroscopy. he had an agreement 
with his department chair R. c. gibbs that when this new 
lab was well established, bacher would be free to shift his 
research activity to nuclear physics. in spite of heavy teaching 
duties (e.g., an introductory physics course with enrollment 
of about 500, so large that each lecture had to be given 
twice) bacher and new postdoctoral fellow d. h. tombou-
lian quickly set up the spectroscopy lab and were publishing 
experimental papers (19�7) on hyperfine structure within 
two years of bacher’s arrival. now he was looking around 
for opportunities to start up research in nuclear physics. he 
kept busy by contributing the section on nuclear moments 
and some material on neutrons to the first (19�8) of bethe’s 
three famous papers on nuclear physics.

the major nuclear facility at cornell was a 16 inch cy-
clotron built by stanley livingston after leaving berkeley for 
cornell in 19�4. it could accelerate deuterons to 1.5 meV, 
and bacher thought it would make a good neutron source, 
but it belonged to livingston whose principal interest was in 
accelerators, not in neutron physics. then in 19�8 livingston 
left cornell and bacher inherited the cornell cyclotron, along 
with livingston’s postdoc marshall holloway, whose primary 
assignment was to keep the cyclotron running.
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starting with essentially no experience in neutron physics, 
bacher with postdoc holloway and graduate students charles 
baker and boyce mcdaniel  designed and built instrumen-
tation to pulse the cyclotron ion source so as to accelerate 
deuterons in bunches, thereby producing repeated bursts of 
neutrons when a bunch hits the cyclotron target. a paraffin 
moderator surrounding the target spread the energy (and 
velocity) of the neutrons in each burst over a broad range 
from < 1 eV to a few meV. by placing his neutron detectors 
at a distance l from the cyclotron, and by turning the detec-
tors on only for a short time following the initial pulse by 
the time interval ∆t, his neutron counters became sensitive 
only to neutrons of velocity v = l/∆t. by placing a sheet of 
material in the flight path bacher could measure neutron 
absorption and scattering cross-sections of the material as 
a function of neutron energy. “it was the first time this 
had been done, and the first time that neutron resonances 
were fully elucidated.” this neutron velocity spectrometer 
required short (μ-second) time measurements with home-
made circuitry using vacuum tubes available before world 
war ii. bacher always credited his graduate student charles 
baker for the success of the fast electronics that made this 
research possible (1941).

Just as bacher’s neutron research at cornell was reach-
ing full stride, preparations for world war ii intervened. 
in december 1940 lee dubridge was recruiting staff for a 
new lab at mit to develop radar. dubridge had met bacher 
at the ann arbor summer school, and now invited him to 
visit cambridge to see if he would be interested in joining 
the radar work. for some time bacher had felt that the 
United states might very well be drawn into the war raging 
in europe, and the prospect of getting a head start on what 
could be a very important defensive weapon was appealing. 
but he had a family to consider; his second child, andrew, 
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was born in 19�8. there were also his students to consider, 
and his responsibilities to cornell.

furthermore, it appeared that his current work with the 
cornell cyclotron—on the neutron absorption cross-section 
in cadmium—was in serious disagreement with the accepted 
value of that cross-section in the literature, the value that 
fermi was using as he tried to produce a sustained nuclear 
chain reaction in a “pile” of uranium plus graphite. it was 
important that the new cornell measurement be checked, 
and if true, should be made known to fermi without delay. 
he explained all this to dubridge and promised to join the 
mit Radiation lab as soon as he could tie up all the loose 
ends.

bacher worked out an arrangement with cornell so that 
his research students could keep the cyclotron lab running to 
check their cadmium result. every three weeks bacher would 
go back to ithaca for four days—thursday through sunday. 
(he was back in ithaca taking data in the cyclotron lab on 
the sunday afternoon that Pearl harbor was attacked.)

after carefully checking the effective neutron absorption 
cross-section in cadmium, bacher delivered a paper (1946) 
describing the cornell measurement to fermi. convinced that 
the cornell work was correct, fermi urged him to publish 
the paper, and bacher submitted the manuscript to Physi-
cal Review. on further thought, he decided that since the 
new value was useful to fermi, it would be useful to anyone 
else trying to build a nuclear reactor and should not be 
published just yet. he asked the Physical Review to withhold 
the paper until after the war. it was eventually published in 
1946, with the notation “Received february 1�, 1942.” later 
on, bacher would see dog-eared copies of this paper at los 
alamos marked toP secRet. fermi’s high opinion of this 
work launched bacher’s reputation as an expert at neutron 
experimentation.
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the cornell laboratory was shut down in 1942 for the 
duration of the war. the neutron velocity spectrometer 
equipment was taken to los alamos “where it was used to 
make a number of measurements of considerable impor-
tance to us.”

at the Radiation lab bacher was put in charge of the 
division concerned with receiving and interpreting the in-
coming reflected signals. “we quickly concluded that the 
ultimate discrimination between signals reflected from a 
target, as opposed to noise from the transmitter, should be 
done finally on the cathode-ray tube. we had to develop the 
tubes, and then contract with ge and Rca to work together 
on producing them. i supervised the contracts myself, visiting 
ge one week and Rca the next, and the following week we 
would hold a joint meeting at the Rad lab in cambridge. i 
was getting into contract management.”

los alamos, 194�-1945

bacher’s first official contact with the manhattan Project 
came in the spring of 1942 when oppenheimer asked bacher 
and Rabi (associate director of the Radiation lab) for ad-
vice on setting up a new lab to work on a nuclear weapon, 
and whether some of the senior nuclear physicists working 
at the Radiation lab might be released to join the new lab. 
they met several times “surreptitiously,” with general groves 
present.

“we were very disturbed to learn that groves had ordered, 
and oppenheimer had agreed, that the new lab would oper-
ate as a military project, with all the people on it members of 
the military service. well, both Rabi and i took an extremely 
dim view of this. we told oppenheimer this wouldn’t work. 
we discovered to our terrific amazement that not only had 
he agreed to accept a commission as lieutenant colonel but 
had ordered his uniforms. we just made it very clear to him 
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that if this was what he was going to do, we weren’t going to 
have anything to do with the manhattan Project, and we were 
pretty sure that nobody connected with our mit laboratory 
would either…count us out.”

this strong negative reaction from two prominent Radia-
tion lab scientists “caused an uproar.” oppenheimer appealed 
to his boss, J. b. conant, for help. he wrote� conant that 
“the solidarity of physicists is such that if these conditions 
[of a civilian laboratory] are not met, we shall not only fail 
to have the men from mit with us, but that many men who 
have already planned to join the new lab will reconsider 
their commitment.”

conant had initially supported the groves plan, but he 
eventually agreed to the following compromise. in a letter4 
dated february 25, 194�, to oppenheimer from conant, and 
signed also by groves, it was agreed that the lab would be 
operated in civilian fashion “until such time as the lab had 
considerable amounts of fissionable materials for the bomb. 
at that time the project would become a military project, with 
all engineers and scientists commissioned and in uniform, 
if they wished to remain.” the transition, of course, never 
took place, but the groves-conant letter removed a critical 
obstacle in recruiting the scientists that the project would 
need, and bacher felt that his part in this “uproar” and its 
outcome had made a significant contribution to the success 
of the manhattan Project.

oppenheimer was eager to recruit bacher to join the 
los alamos lab and invited him to attend a two-week con-
ference at los alamos in april 194�, the official—although 
secret—opening of the los alamos laboratory. bacher took an 
active part in the conference discussions, and oppenheimer 
privately invited him to join the lab. bacher declined, and in 
a written memo explained his reasons: it was not clear what 
his assignment would be nor even why he was needed; the 
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lab as described at the meeting was poorly organized; and 
it needed more engineers, not more scientists. he would 
prefer to remain at the Radiation lab where it seemed sure 
that the mission would be successful in time to affect the 
outcome of the war, whereas a nuclear bomb appeared to 
be a long-term project, if indeed possible.

oppenheimer’s written reply5 two days later, while bacher 
was still at the meeting, reveals bacher’s importance to the 
project. here are excerpts:

i took up some of the points raised in your letter with [R. R] wilson, [John 
h.] williams, [felix] bloch, [emilio] segre, Rabi, [R. c.] tolman, and fermi, 
and i think that as a result of this i am in a position to make a few clear state-
ments that may help to get your relation to the project better defined.

(1). you know that i have been extremely eager to have your help in this 
work. i think perhaps you have not fully realized how much i appreciate 
your administrative experience and obvious administrative wisdom, nor how 
aware i am of our need for just this in the present project. Perhaps too you 
do not evaluate highly enough the fact that you have worked so much in 
neutron physics, and that you are so well informed about the last year’s de-
velopments at mit. these three qualifications make you, in my opinion, very 
nearly unique. in addition, i want to express in writing my own confidence 
in your stability and judgement, qualities on which this stormy enterprise 
puts a very high premium.

(2). i would like to offer you the direction of the experimental physical work 
at los alamos. i know that you will so organize the work that the leaders 
of projects who are now here will have a real sense of responsibility and a 
maximum freedom compatible with effective coordination of the work. you 
would be responsible, as director of experimental physical research, to the 
governing board of the laboratory, and to the director.

(�). the governing board of the laboratory does not yet exist, but i should 
like to start it by appointing you as a member.

(4). you have my unqualified support in trying to develop an adequate phys-
ics-engineering group. . . i should like to have your help in bringing here a 
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group of men whom you would call physicist-engineers, and would want to 
give you a good deal of freedom in selecting these men.

(5). i believe it is essential, if you wish to undertake work in this laboratory, 
that you accept without further delay. i know you cannot leave mit before 
the middle of June at the earliest, but i hope that your duties at mit would 
leave you some time for this [recruiting engineers for los alamos], and that 
you and Rabi together will get to work on it at your earliest convenience.

oppenheimer’s strong letter was effective. bacher agreed 
to join the los alamos lab, but his letter of acceptance 
included this final sentence. “this letter is also my letter of 
resignation on the day the project becomes a military project, 
as projected in the groves-conant letter.”

bacher did not resign his position from the Radiation lab. 
“they put me on leave for the duration, with the understand-
ing that if los alamos became a military laboratory, i could 
return to the Radiation lab.” the bacher family moved to 
los alamos in June 194�.

the Physics division that he headed was charged with 
measuring cross-sections for the many neutron-induced 
and neutron-producing nuclear reactions that the weapon 
designers needed. this was just the sort of research he had 
been doing at cornell; he fit the job perfectly. his oral his-
tory includes almost nothing about specific problems he 
worked on. all were initially classified and some were still 
classified at the time of his oral history. when asked about 
bacher’s work at los alamos, bethe provided the following 
insights in a 199� interview6 with Judith goodstein at the 
caltech archives. “next to oppenheimer, bacher was the 
most important person at the lab…there were many famous 
experimental physicists in his division, several were prima 
donnas. they were willing to work with bob but probably not 
with anyone else…he held the Physics division together… 
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bacher had the full confidence of oppie and, remarkably, 
of general groves.”

beyond his technical and administrative duties bacher was 
involved in emotional support of the director. “during that 
first summer (194�) oppenheimer often expressed privately 
real doubts about his suitability for the director’s job, and he 
worried about how he was doing. i thought he was doing a 
fine job; in fact, i thought he was the only person out there 
who could conceivably be the director of the place. at any 
rate, during that summer i developed a very close relation-
ship with oppenheimer; i spent about two hours a day with 
him discussing things. sometimes after work at night we’d 
talk for an hour or more.” more on bacher’s admiration for 
oppenheimer will be found in bacher (1972).

when the laboratory was reorganized in July 1944 to focus 
on the use of plutonium, the Physics division was split up, 
and bacher became head of the g division (g for gadget; 
the lab discouraged the use of the word “bomb”). the g 
division was charged with engineering the means for assem-
bling a critical mass of plutonium much more rapidly than 
the gun method used for the uranium bomb. the design 
eventually adopted included a large number of explosive 
charges distributed symmetrically in a spherical array that 
would produce, when all were fired simultaneously, a spherical 
shock wave moving inward toward the center of the array. a 
subcritical solid sphere of plutonium at the center would be 
compressed to criticality by this shock wave. g division was 
charged with measuring the speed and symmetry achieved 
in test firings of various ways of shaping, placing, and firing 
the explosive charges.

measuring the all-important symmetry of the implosion 
was very difficult, and as the summer of 1944 wore on, even 
bacher needed encouragement. “i must say that in the fall 
i wasn’t at all sure that this would work. i was just about 
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ready to give up on whether we could get such a thing going, 
whether we could make a symmetric enough implosion to 
make the thing work as a bomb. we had to do experiments 
that were good enough to tell this, but we had very few ex-
plosive charges to work with, [and] we had trouble being 
able to measure things fast enough.”

“finally, [in the spring of 1945] we finally obtained con-
firming evidence. three or possibly four different methods 
of quite different nature indicated that our implosion should 
work; the conclusions were pretty solid. but a wholly new de-
velopment in the innermost core of the bomb was required to 
do this. this integral part of the implosion bomb [apparently 
still classified in 198�] hadn’t even been imagined as being 
necessary when the g division was set up. i won’t give any 
names, but two or three of us independently thought of some 
of the different ideas of how to do this. and it worked.”

bacher was, of course, present when his confidence was 
put to the final test in the alamogordo desert on July 12, 
1945. he supervised the assembly of the bomb core at the 
site, “and after the core assembly, i drove it over to the test 
site where holloway managed the assembly with the rest of 
the bomb.”

“well, the bomb went off and was even more impressive 
than most everybody thought it was going to be. then came 
the job of getting successive bombs ready. our instructions 
were that as fast as material could be delivered to us, bombs 
were to be fabricated and sent to the Pacific. this work of 
checking out the cores was done in a room across from my 
office, because i was directly responsible for it and i darn 
well wanted to see that i went over some of these things 
myself. we had just finished the check-out of another bomb 
core, and there was a car waiting out front to drive it down 
to albuquerque airport where a plane was ready to fly it over 
to tinian, when oppenheimer came running down the hall 
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and said he had a hold order from washington. well, we 
knew that meant this was the end.”

but not quite. many manhattan Project scientists had 
already started thinking about how nuclear energy could be 
brought under international control. general groves was 
interested, too, “but in a different way; he wanted to know 
whether control was technically feasible” the war department 
ordered groves to assemble a committee of experts to deter-
mine what kind and depth and frequency of international 
inspection would be needed to make certain that any future 
effort anywhere to construct a nuclear weapon would be de-
tected. at groves’s request, bacher remained in los alamos 
another five months to work on this problem as a member 
of a feasibility committee, chaired by manson benedict.

as hard as it must have been for the bacher family to stay 
behind while everyone else went home, those extra months 
gave bacher time to organize and polish his thoughts on the 
most effective and certain means for suppressing the pro-
liferation of nuclear weapons. he became the arms control 
expert that the state department would call on for advice 
again and again. Just as his extended stay in los alamos was 
coming to an end, on January 12, 1946, he was awarded the 
Presidential medal for merit, the highest civilian award for 
service to the nation in time of war.

coRnell, U.n. atomic eneRgy commission, 1946-1947

in January 1946 bacher finally left los alamos and headed 
back to ithaca to direct the laboratory for nuclear studies 
at cornell, rejoining hans bethe, lyman Parratt, trevor 
cuykendall, dick feynman, Phil morrison, boyce mcdaniel, 
dale corson, and Robert wilson, all from los alamos. bethe 
and bacher had agreed that cornell would now move into 
high-energy nuclear physics. their goal was a �00 meV elec-
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tron synchrotron, but first they needed a building to house 
it, and bacher went to work with the architects.

in the midst of all this planning bacher found himself 
drawn into the national concern for control of nuclear 
weapons. at its first meeting, in 1946, the United nations 
general assembly created the United nations atomic en-
ergy commission (Unaec), charged to develop a plan for 
nuclear disarmament and nonproliferation, and to foster 
peaceful applications of nuclear energy. shortly after the 
Unaec’s first meeting in June 1946, bernard baruch (United 
states) and andrei gromyko (soviet Union) presented dia-
metrically conflicting proposals for nuclear disarmament, 
inspection, and control, and further negotiations ground 
to a halt. high-level discussions between senior U.s. and 
soviet representatives went from bad to worse and were get-
ting nowhere when someone proposed the appointment of 
a scientific and technical subcommittee (sts) that would 
see whether scientists from both sides of the conflict could 
agree on details of just what inspections would be needed 
to ensure effective control of nuclear weapons. this pro-
posal was adopted, and h. a. Kramers (netherlands) was 
appointed sts chair. each member nation on the security 
council could appoint representatives to the sts; the U.s. 
representatives were Richard tolman (baruch’s full-time 
science adviser), bacher, and oppenheimer.7 the Unaec 
postponed further high-level talks while waiting for the report 
from the scientists on the subcommittee. “i realized that this 
was a much more important time than any i’d seen before, 
because getting international control of atomic energy and 
weapons was crucial.”

“i knew Kramers [from michigan summer school days] and 
tolman wanted me to take a major part in the non-formal 
negotiations. tolman was just swamped with work. we spent 
every weekday together for a period of two months, working 
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as hard as we could. we had to go through all aspects of the 
problem of control.” as bethe put it, “at this time bacher 
was spending four days a week at cornell, and four days a 
week in new york.”8 bacher’s recent experience in dealing 
with this very same question as a member of the feasibility 
committee convened by groves, and the fact that the United 
states was the only country with firsthand experience in this 
area, meant that the U.s. delegation dominated the sts 
meetings, “while the Russian delegate asked questions and 
listened carefully.”

the sts met for first time in July 1946 and promised 
their report by september 1. “the meetings went on at great 
length. when we first started we didn’t appreciate that, from 
the soviet standpoint, this was a matter of digging for extra 
information, and that they had no intention of making any 
formal agreement. at the end, when it came time to decide 
this question [of the feasibility of international control], 
the soviets asked for a postponement to the next day. and 
then for another postponement, and another. i told Kram-
ers that our delegation would insist on a meeting whether 
dmitrii skobeltsyn [the soviet delegate] came or not. the 
other members of the sts supported this demand, and 
skobeltsyn did attend the next meeting and signed the final 
report of the scientific and technical committee. we were 
surprised to receive a message from skobeltsyn a few hours 
later saying goodbye, and that he had been called back to 
the soviet Union.”

“so [the sts report] was approved unanimously. as far 
as i know, this was the only substantive thing that was actu-
ally agreed on in the [Unaec] negotiations.” bacher took 
considerable pride in the success of the scientists on the sts 
in reaching agreement in the face of soviet obstruction.
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U.s. atomic eneRgy commission, 1947-1949

a few weeks later, in october1946, david lilienthal called 
bacher and asked him to come to washington to consider 
joining the U.s. atomic energy commission (aec) that was 
just being organized. “well, i told him immediately on the 
phone that i really didn’t want to do this, but he was insis-
tent that i at least come talk to him about it, right away. he 
would send a government plane to pick me up.”

in washington bacher learned that lilienthal had agreed 
to chair the aec, and three businessmen had agreed to serve 
on the five-member commission. “i would be the only scien-
tist. furthermore, i was told directly that if i didn’t take the 
position, there would be no scientist on the aec. this was 
a pretty rough way to twist my arm, because they knew i felt 
strongly that science should be represented on the aec.”

“well, this whole proposal hit me pretty hard. this was a 
very hard thing for me to do, because i’d just come back to 
cornell. we were building a new lab and had barely gotten 
started. i hated to leave, i really did. it was very sad for our 
whole family to leave cornell and close friends there, but 
we went to washington.”

the commissioners’ two-year terms commenced on no-
vember 1, 1946. first came a tour to get acquainted with the 
widely scattered facilities they were responsible for. during 
their tour, they also worked on choosing members for the 
general advisory committee (gac) as required by the 1946 
atomic energy act. the gac was composed of nine scien-
tific and engineering heavy-hitters that met quarterly and 
provided the real intellectual muscle of the aec. bacher, 
as the only commissioner with wide scientific acquaintance, 
played a major role in putting together the list submitted 
to President truman for appointment to the gac: oppen-
heimer, Rabi, fermi, glenn seaborg, lee dubridge, cyril 
smith, and James conant.
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the commissioners learned on their tour that the opera-
tion they would soon inherit was in bad shape: hastily built 
production facilities were wearing out, and the personnel—es-
pecially the senior scientists—had largely returned to their 
peacetime jobs as soon as the war was over. “during its first 
year, the aec had the problem of building up personnel in 
the various laboratories, and getting proper management 
for the laboratories where some of the contractors that had 
managed them during the war wanted to be relieved.”

as soon as they returned to washington, bacher and 
commissioner sumner Pike (former chair of the securities 
and exchange commission) left again for a more thorough 
inspection at los alamos and hanford, the two facilities 
that appeared to be in the deepest trouble. the first three 
bombs had been, quite literally, handmade, but those hands 
had since gone back to their peacetime employment. the 
los alamos staff was so depleted that it had been unable 
to assemble a complete bomb for several months, “and we 
learned that only when we went there in november on our 
tour. this was a real emergency, because the U.s. was go-
ing around acting internationally as if we had many atomic 
bombs, whereas in reality we’d almost lost the art of making 
one of its critical parts.” what bacher had learned was that 
the United states had produced nine bombs in 1946, but 
only four in 1947.9

at hanford they found that the reactors were showing 
signs of old age and could be run only at reduced power, 
with consequent lower production of plutonium. this prob-
lem would be left for the gac to deal with as they ordered 
permanent replacements for production facilities thrown 
together in a rush during the war. Restoring and eventually 
raising the production of nuclear weapons would be the 
highest priority of the aec during its first few years. it would 
have been hard to find someone better qualified than bacher 
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to handle this assignment. lilienthal was wonderfully lucky 
in finding his fifth commissioner.

the aec formally accepted title to the far-flung opera-
tions of the manhattan engineering district on January 1, 
1947. three weeks later their confirmation hearings began 
before the senatorial members of the Joint committee on 
atomic energy. four commissioners (all Republicans) were 
approved quickly—bacher by a vote of 8 to 0—but the ques-
tioning of chair-to-be lilienthal (a well-known new dealer) 
dragged on into april while senator mcKellar (tennessee) 
attacked lilienthal relentlessly, charging among other things 
that lilienthal had led a local communist cell at the tVa.

the commissioners tried to attend all the hearings but 
still managed to get some work done during senate recesses. 
during one such break, bacher was able to conduct an 
inventory of the fissionable material the commission had 
inherited from the manhattan engineering district, in the 
form of completed weapons, supplies of raw materials, and 
nuclear cores and other radioactive parts not yet assembled. 
“this may have been the first real physical inventory, actually 
checking selected fabricated parts to see if they were plu-
tonium or enriched uranium. i did this myself with norris 
bradbury who had succeeded oppenheimer as director of 
the los alamos laboratory. we spent two days going through 
the great safe where radioactive material was stored. i don’t 
think there’d ever been a physical check of the fissionable 
material before this.”

“we briefed the President [on april �, 1947] on the 
weapons we had in the stockpile. but we didn’t even write 
the number of bombs in the stockpile on the copy we gave 
the President. i read the report to the President myself, 
and when we came to the point where it said how many of 
such-and-such a thing we had, i put the numbers in from 
memory—they weren’t written down anywhere.” also in 
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april 1947 bacher was elected to the national academy of 
sciences.

“the aec had enormous prestige in washington right 
from the start. the aec budget was several hundred million 
dollars per year—a lot of money in 1947—one of the biggest 
single items in the federal budget.” bacher insisted that the 
1948 budget include funds for research as contemplated in 
the 1946 act. “in the first budget we put in several million 
dollars for basic research. the aec wasn’t yet prepared to 
distribute these funds, so we turned the funds over to the 
office of naval Research for them to distribute through their 
contracts supporting basic research. i felt it was important 
to set a policy from the very beginning that the aec would 
have a budget for scientific and technical work.”

by the spring of 1948 weapons production at los ala-
mos had recovered to such a degree that the testing of new 
designs was justified. Under the 1946 act only the aec was 
authorized to dispose of fissionable material. “legal counsel 
advised that this authority could not be delegated, but a 
single member of the commission could represent the aec, 
and i can still remember that meeting where they all looked 
around at me.” so bacher spent three weeks on a ship at 
eniwetok in charge of the whole show. “the tests [known as 
sandstone, april-may 1948] went very well, and we got quite 
a leg up in those three tests.”

as the second year of his term on the aec drew to a close 
bacher could see good progress in managing the emergencies 
in declining weapons production that he had encountered 
on his first days with the commission. he now had time to 
think about the nonexplosive uses of nuclear energy. after 
soliciting ideas from all the labs and throughout the aec, 
he proposed that the first peaceful applications should be: 
(1) a high-flux materials-testing reactor to see how materials 
stand up under prolonged exposure to neutron bombard-
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ment; (2) a land-based prototype of a reactor suitable for 
ship and submarine propulsion; and (�) a breeder reactor 
that would produce heat for power generation while creat-
ing plutonium, with the goal of producing more fuel than 
the reactor consumes.

the submarine propulsion program was understand-
ably popular with the navy but led to trouble with the air 
force, which wanted a corresponding program to develop 
nuclear-energy-powered aircraft (nePa). essentially all the 
scientific advisers gave this nePa request very low priority, 
but somehow bacher became the particular target of air 
force wrath. “i’ve never really understood why they thought 
i had been the one who killed it.”

bacher’s initial two-year appointment to the aec expired 
on January 1, 1949, “but in 1948 the President asked me to 
accept a renewal and i did, with the understanding that i 
might resign before my new term was up. i began to realize 
how tired i was, and i began to talk to david lilienthal about 
leaving.” after consulting the gac, bacher recommended 
that lilienthal invite henry smyth to take bacher’s place 
on the aec.

when bacher submitted his resignation, “the President 
saw me alone and first tried to get me to stay on. it was hard 
to say no, because he had backed us every time and was 
dedicated to civilian control. but he understood my situa-
tion and did not pressure me too hard. he was extremely 
cordial in saying goodbye and thanks, and it was arranged 
that i would leave early in may [1949].”

bacher had resigned his position at cornell before ac-
cepting the aec appointment, and he decided not to go 
back there. Robert wilson (who had been a group leader in 
bacher’s division at los alamos) had become director of the 
synchrotron lab at cornell “and was doing a first-rate job. 
it would be awkward to go back there, as much as i loved 
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cornell and admired wilson.” meanwhile, lee dubridge 
renewed his invitation that bacher come to caltech.

three years earlier, when du bridge was leaving the 
Radiation lab at the end of the war to become president 
of caltech in 1946, he persuaded bacher to visit Pasadena 
and offered him the chair of caltech’s division of Physics, 
mathematics, and astronomy. at that time bacher was fully 
committed to his plans for cornell, but now with the changes 
at cornell the caltech invitation was more appealing. after 
consulting with charlie lauritsen and with oppenheimer, 
who had been on the caltech faculty briefly right after he 
left los alamos, bacher accepted the caltech offer, to start 
in the fall of 1949. “i accepted with the proviso that we would 
start new experimental research in high-energy physics and 
would strengthen theoretical research in this field.”

with that critical decision settled the bacher family set out 
for a much needed and well-deserved vacation in northern 
michigan, amid quiet surroundings where bacher, now 45, 
expected to plan the next stage of his career: inaugurating 
a program at caltech in high-energy particle physics, both 
experimental and theoretical. he had arranged for caltech 
to hire two new Ph.d.s to start roughing out the design for 
a 600 meV electron synchrotron, and feynman had accepted 
bacher’s invitation to give some lectures at caltech. it looked 
as if bacher’s return to private life was getting off to an aus-
picious start. there is no way he could have anticipated the 
distractions with which the aec would wreck his vacation.

two weeks after bacher left the aec, senator bourke 
hickenlooper (iowa) charged lilienthal with “incredible 
mismanagement,” culminating weeks of bad press for the 
aec: the loss of 4 grams of uranium at the argonne lab; 
“shocking cost over-runs” at hanford; and the award of an 
aec graduate fellowship to a student who admitted he was a 
communist. lilienthal responded by inviting an investigation 
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of “the aec’s stewardship of weapons production, research, 
and security. our record in these respects is a proud one.” 
hearings before the Joint committee on atomic energy 
began on may 26, 1949. the first bacher heard of this was 
“when they called me in northern michigan and said they 
would send a plane up to the nearest town so that i could 
come down and testify.”

“i thought that what hickenlooper was doing was out-
rageous; there was no basis for his charges. . . this attack 
came only a few days after smyth joined the aec as my 
replacement, and it certainly wasn’t fair to put smyth into 
this. i thought the aec had a very good record, and i felt 
impelled to go back and testify, much as i hated to go back 
into that atmosphere.” lilienthal was finally exonerated, but 
the hearings lasted through the summer.

that wasn’t the only distraction in the summer of 1949. 
the bacher family arrived in Pasadena in august and were 
just getting settled “when sometime in the first week in sep-
tember i got a call before breakfast saying that the air force 
had detected radioactive particles in air filters flown over the 
northern Pacific ocean, and would i come to washington to 
help evaluate what we’ve found and report to the President 
on what the situation is.”

arriving in washington, bacher joined oppenheimer, 
compton, and admiral william Parsons on a panel headed 
by Vannevar bush to see what could be learned from the 
atmospheric samples collected by the air force. “it was 
clear to us that they had detected debris from an atomic 
bomb explosion. it was absolutely, completely clear and we 
wrote a report to that effect. the interesting part was that 
mr. truman doubted it. he was apparently so shaken by the 
fact that the Russians had the bomb that he wanted all of us, 
individually, to sign the report that Van bush had written. 
[truman] found it very difficult to believe, from all that he 
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had been told, that it would be possible for the soviets to 
do this so fast.”

John cockcroft was present for the bush panel discussions 
because british observers had also collected atmospheric 
samples as the radioactive cloud passed over britain. an aec 
security officer took bacher aside and asked if he would be 
willing to speak to his good friend cockcoft privately and 
find out if he had any misgivings about Klaus fuchs, who 
had returned to england from los alamos after the war. 
bacher, who had at one point worked “rather closely” with 
fuchs, replied that he didn’t want to do this “unless you 
have some really solid evidence against fuchs,” and was told, 
“it’s pretty solid.” bacher consented and asked cockcroft 
“if they’d had any suspicions that Klaus fuchs might really 
be working for somebody else.” cockcroft: “no, we haven’t 
had any indications of that at all. i shall look into it as soon 
as i go home.” that was the first bacher, and apparently 
cockcroft, had heard of the fuchs affair. five months later 
fuchs was arrested in britain and confessed to spying for 
the soviets.

califoRnia institUte of technology, 1949

when bacher was finally able to leave the aec behind 
and get acquainted with caltech’s division of Physics, math-
ematics, and astronomy (Pma), he found an educational 
operation that had not yet revived after world war ii. the 
Pma faculty had 17 professors in 1949 (nine in physics, six 
in mathematics, two in astrophysics) but no division chair 
since millikan retired in 1945. in the physics department 
there were two world-class research groups financed by the 
office of naval Research (onR): the cosmic-ray lab started 
by millikan and now directed by carl anderson, and the 
Kellogg lab directed by charles lauritsen, with two Van de 
graaff accelerators to investigate energy levels in light nuclei. 
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other physics faculty carried out individual research—some 
quite distinguished—but the institute provided little finan-
cial support.

in the negotiations that brought bacher to caltech, du-
bridge had agreed that bacher would build an accelerator 
for research on high-energy physics and add to the physics 
faculty as needed for this mission, including theorists active 
in particle physics. bacher had discussed this plan with both 
lauritsen and anderson before taking the job and found 
them both enthusiastically in favor of this growth, which 
supplemented and extended their own research interests. 
lauritsen had hired Robert langmuir, an electrical engi-
neer and los alamos alumnus who had just completed a 
70 meV electron synchrotron at general electric Research 
labs, and put him to work designing a 600 meV version of 
his ge machine even before bacher’s arrival. lauritsen had 
also arranged a faculty appointment for Robert christy, a 
former los alamos theorist much admired by bacher who 
judged christy to be “the department’s only tie to modern 
theoretical physics.”

another strong supporter of bacher’s move into high-
energy physics was e. o. lawrence at the berkeley Radiation 
lab. when he learned of bacher’s plan to build an electron 
accelerator, he offered the magnets and vacuum chamber 
from the quarter-scale model of the 6 beV proton accelera-
tor (bevatron) being built at the University of california, 
berkeley. the bevatron’s race-track design was innovative 
but unproven and the model had been built to check out 
the new design.

bacher enjoyed more good fortune in finding space for 
the new accelerator. the Pma had inherited a permanent, 
hangar-size building adjacent to the other physics buildings, 
built originally for grinding and polishing the 200 inch mirror 
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for the Palomar telescope. Vacant since 1948, this building  
was “ideally suited to house the synchrotron.” and free.

thanks in part to this time- and money-saving good luck, 
bacher had the needed onR-aec financing ($1 million for 
construction plus $�00,000/year for operations) in hand 
by may 1950, and he had an electron beam of 500 meV by 
1952. bacher’s proposal to the aec specified an electron 
synchrotron to be built in two phases. Phase i would ac-
celerate electrons to 500 meV, well above the energy of any 
existing electron accelerator. after exploiting the opportu-
nities at that energy, new pole pieces could be added and 
the power supply upgraded to produce 1500 meV electrons 
in Phase ii.

at the same time he was adding to the staff. already in 
1949 he had arranged a faculty appointment for Robert 
walker, a 1948 Ph.d. from cornell who had impressed bacher 
as an experimentalist at los alamos. with the aec contract 
approved, he added experimentalists alvin tollestrup (a 
new Ph.d. from lauritsen’s lab), and mathew sands (a los 
alamos alumnus, expert in accelerator electronics). and he 
was working on theorist Richard feynman.

when feynman left los alamos in 1945, he followed bethe 
to cornell, much as bacher had moved from columbia to 
cornell in 19�5, following bethe. but the cold winters and 
the relative isolation of ithaca were strong negatives for a 
young widower who was, in the fall of 1949, just returning 
from a six-week visit to the brazilian center for nuclear 
Research (bcnR) in Rio de Janeiro and the warm, sunny 
beaches nearby. bacher became aware of feynman’s rest-
lessness in ithaca and saw an opportunity to invite him to 
spend the coming winter in sunny southern california as a 
visiting professor during caltech’s winter quarter. feynman 
accepted and spent January-march 1950 in Pasadena, offering 
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a lecture course on his new graphical approach to quantum 
electrodynamics.

this visit went well for both the visitor and the host in-
stitution, and bacher invited him to stay longer, with a full 
professorship starting in the fall of 1950. the conversation 
apparently went something like this:

feynman: thanks for the invitation, bob, but i have a sabbatical from 

cornell for the coming year (1950-1951), and i have arranged to spend my 

sabbatical at bcnR again.

bacher: if you will accept a professorship here, you can spend 1950-1951 at 

bcnR on sabbatical from caltech.

feynman: oK.

thus bacher accomplished a recruiting coup that earned 
the admiration and envy of physics department chairs world-
wide.

bacher (and dubridge, too) found Pasadena in 1949 far 
removed from the centers of intellectual activity on the east 
coast and sought to remedy this isolation with a stream of 
visitors from the east, especially during the winter. “i went 
after this problem with a vengeance, right away. Just off the 
top of my i head i can remember that in the early days we had 
bohr, fermi, oppenheimer, bethe, Purcell, Rabi, weisskopf, 
mcmillan, alvarez, felix bloch . . . gell-mann came sort of 
out-of-the-blue one year, just before christmas. we’d heard 
of him, of course, but this visit had not been arranged. we 
heard him give one or two very interesting talks, and we im-
mediately broached the subject, among ourselves, of doing 
something about it. that’s how he came to caltech.”
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astRonomy and mathematics

as chair of the Pma, bacher was ex officio cochair of 
the observatory committee that directed the combined mt. 
wilson and Palomar observatories; ira bowen was the other 
cochair. bowen had been a caltech professor for many 
years before he resigned to become director of mt. wilson 
observatory, which was built by, belonged to, and operated 
by the carnegie institution. the Palomar observatory was 
built by, belonged to, and was operated by caltech for the 
Rockefeller foundation. this management arrangement for 
the combined observatories was never satisfactory. “overall 
we [bacher and bowen] got along fine, but it wasn’t an easy 
thing. there were always some observatory problems between 
caltech and the carnegie institution and they became worse 
as the years went on.”

bacher’s interest in astronomy was ignited by the 1951 
observation and identification of the 21 cm radiation from 
atomic hydrogen and the opportunity it afforded for studying 
interstellar space. Possibly this transition between hyperfine 
levels took him back to his thesis days with goudsmit. at any 
rate, bacher thought the combined observatories should get 
into this new field of radio frequency astronomy. bowen 
disagreed, “because he felt they didn’t know enough to take 
up this field; it looked too hard and complicated.” bacher 
appealed to Vannevar bush, director of the carnegie institu-
tion, who suggested that we “start with a little 10-foot dish 
in the park across the street [tournament Park]. frankly, 
that didn’t seem to me enough of a start.”

with enthusiastic backing from dubridge, bacher hired 
two british radio-astronomers: John bolton and gordon 
stanley, both from australia (commonwealth scientific and 
industrial Research organisation). with a grant from onR 
in 1956, bolton built a radio observatory in the owens Valley 
(oVRo), about �00 miles north of los angeles, with two 90 
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foot dishes that could be coupled for interferometry. this 
instrument could determine the position of a radio source 
with such precision that the Palomar telescope could then 
pick out its optical radiation and find its distance, composi-
tion, and temperature. this oVRo-Palomar collaboration 
played a leading role in the study of quasars. the radio 
astronomy program has flourished and is still growing, far 
beyond anything bacher could have imagined. it would give 
him great satisfaction to see what has become of his venture 
into radio astronomy.

concerning the mathematics component of the Pma 
division, bacher’s feeling was quite different: “as i look 
back over the years, i feel almost worse about not having 
been able to accomplish more in building up our work in 
mathematics than anything else.” the math faculty was heav-
ily involved in teaching the required two years of math to 
every caltech undergraduate. bacher felt that millikan had 
treated the mathematicians as a teaching service. “millikan 
quite consciously did not try to develop a leading mathemat-
ics department, and the mathematicians were aware of this. i 
spent a lot of time talking to the mathematicians about this, 
but found they did not agree fully among themselves about 
what should be done. although we had people in theoretical 
physics who were very accomplished in mathematics, their 
contacts with our mathematicians were not great. the mix-
ing of physics and mathematics did not happen. . . i tried 
very hard to get mark Kac out here, because he can talk to 
physicists as easily as he can to mathematicians, and it’s been 
one of my greatest regrets that i couldn’t make it go. we 
were able to attract some people who were very good, but 
someone would steal them away from us.”
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caltech synchRotRon, 1950-1969

the first research with the new synchrotron was a search 
for excited states of the nucleon. earlier work at the syn-
chrotron labs at berkeley, cornell, and mit had hinted at 
a possible resonance (or peak) in the probability (cross-
section) of producing pions when protons are bombarded 
with photons: p + γ -> �+ + n, but their photon energy  
(≤ �00 meV) was not high enough to see the resonance 
clearly. bacher and his coworkers set out to study this reac-
tion with photons of energy up to 500 meV.

the peak in the yield of neutral pions from the parallel 
reaction p + γ → �o + p was found right away—the peak was 
sharper than expected—and a letter10 reporting this result 
was submitted to Physical Review early in 195�. this success 
was quickly followed by measurements confirming that this 
resonance appears in the photoproduction of �+ + n. next 
followed a series of measurements of the angular distribution 
of charged pions at a series of bombarding energies below 
and above the peak energy (�00 meV) to confirm that the 
reaction behaves as predicted by nuclear theory, thereby 
determining the energy, lifetime, angular momentum, and 
parity of the compound state. this was the first resonance 
or excited state involving pions that could be produced 
abundantly with an accelerator, instead of one at a time as 
in a cloud chamber photo, and the hope was that detailed 
information about excited states would help make sense 
of the many “strange particles” seen in cosmic-ray photos. 
no other accelerator at that time could match the caltech 
synchrotron in this research.

bacher’s name rarely appeared as author on subsequent 
publications from the synchrotron. in his retiring address as 
president of the american Physical society he turned again to 
this first synchrotron experiment (1965). “this pion-nucleon 
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system with angular momentum �/2 and isobaric spin �/2 
has a total mass of 12�8 meV [9�8 meV proton mass + �00 
meV]. it is called ∆(12�8) and fits into the same sU(�) mul-
tiplet with the recently discovered Ω-, and is regarded as just 
as much a particle as the Ω-.” this is the only synchrotron 
experiment that bacher refers to in his oral history.

two further resonances were discovered as the caltech 
group explored the pion-nucleon system at photon energies 
up to 500 meV, the limiting electron energy in Phase i. in 
1956 the accelerator was upgraded by installing new pole faces 
that raised the magnetic field strength, hence the maximum 
electron energy, to its Phase ii value of 1.2 beV (now called 
geV). at 1.2 geV caltech’s electron synchrotron was again 
the highest-energy electron accelerator in the world. but not 
for long; during the period 1956-1959, six other accelerators 
went online with energy above 1 geV, and eleven more were 
under construction. the caltech accelerator continued in 
operation until 1969 but its days of “highest energy in the 
world” were past.

“as more and more excited states of the nucleon were 
discovered, we could see that we would need to go to higher 
energy to get nucleon structure straightened out, but we 
didn’t know where we wanted to go. one summer [1961] 
we ran a study of what a really high-energy machine would 
be like, and we tried to get other west coast schools to join 
a western accelerator group, without much success. the 
aec did not like our making studies in this direction, and 
in fact ordered us to stop. they felt it complicated their 
political problems with universities in northern california. 
but the report of that summer study contained a lot of good 
ideas that have persisted and were incorporated in later ac-
celerators.”

by the early 1960s bacher had decided that “if we were 
going to continue in high-energy physics, we’d better get 
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started sending people away to work on the really big ma-
chines, and eventually all our work turned in that direction. 
our people are now (1980) working at most of the highest 
energy labs around the U.s. and some in europe. i continued 
as Pi on the contract but bob walker took over its actual 
management.”

bacher seemed to have a natural talent for rising to the 
highest levels of any activity he joined. he was a valued 
committee member, known and trusted by the other mem-
bers, always present at the meetings, took copious notes. an 
example: intense regional competition for the next large 
accelerator led the aec to appoint in 1965 a committee to 
select a site for the national accelerator laboratory (nal). 
gerald tape, the only scientist on the aec in 1965, was in-
fluential in naming the members of the site committee, and 
bacher and tape were old friends; bacher had given tape 
his first job, at cornell before the war, and they had worked 
together at the mit Radiation lab. so it was not surprising 
when bacher was asked to serve on the small site selection 
committee. after examining “some hundred proposed sites, 
we recommended four,” and the aec chose batavia, illinois, 
for the next big accelerator.

in parallel with the site selection, fred seitz, president of 
the national academy of sciences, was pushing the organiza-
tion of the Universities Research association (URa), made 
up initially of �4 universities with an interest in high-energy 
physics, the potential users of the nal. the URa would man-
age the operation of the nal for the aec. “lee dubridge 
played a role in the URa right from the start (1965). he 
served on the council of Presidents, and i was his alternate 
and almost always attended council meetings.” the URa was 
organized into regional groups, and each group named a 
trustee to the governing board. “i represented the southern 
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california group on the board of trustees for almost ten 
years, part of the time as vice-chairman. i was even chairman 
of the board and president of the URa for one year.” thus 
bacher maintained his involvement with high-energy phys-
ics even as his direct participation in caltech’s synchrotron 
lab diminished.

he was also drawn back into public service on the Presi-
dent’s (eisenhower’s) science advisory committee (Psac) 
for two terms: november 18, 195�-June �0, 1955 and decem-
ber 9, 1957-december �1, 1959. by 1957 britain, the soviet 
Union, and the United states were all testing both nuclear 
and hydrogen weapons, and eisenhower wanted a treaty that 
would limit these tests. the Psac was asked to study whether 
violations of a test ban could be detected, the same problem 
that bacher had worked on twice before. and bacher also 
had experience negotiating with soviet scientists for the 
Unaec. so bacher was appointed (with James fisk and e. 
o. lawrence) to represent the United states on a committee 
of scientists called “experts to study the methods of detect-
ing Violations of a Possible agreement on the suspension of 
nuclear tests,” with representatives from britain, canada, 
and france, soviet Union, czechoslovakia, and Romania. the 
experts met in geneva for two months during the summer 
of 1958. although they reached agreement on the number 
(150) of monitoring stations needed to detect a violation, 
bacher was disappointed with the committee’s work: “it really 
didn’t accomplish anything,…but if it hadn’t been for those 
negotiations, it would not have been possible subsequently 
to get ahead in this area.”

eisenhower was sufficiently reassured by the committee’s 
work that he proposed a one-year moratorium on all test-
ing while the United states, britain, and the soviet Union 
worked toward a permanent treaty to ban nuclear testing. 
following the meeting of the experts, all above-ground 
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testing of nuclear weapons ceased from november 1958 to 
september 1961.

caltech PRoVost, 1962-1970

bacher’s years as caltech’s first provost coincided with 
a famously contentious period on U.s. campuses. following 
the drawn-out and damaging loyalty oath controversy at the 
University of california, berkeley, that led to the firing of 
�1 professors (1949-1951), bacher played a prominent role 
as the caltech faculty established its own academic freedom 
and tenure committee (aftc) and the policies to guide it. 
“i took some time to go up [to berkeley] and see the people 
there and find out why it had gotten into the situation it 
ended up in.” he chaired the aftc for its first four years, 
a period that included the investigation of linus Pauling by 
a committee of state legislators searching for communists. 
working behind the scenes, bacher was able to prevent a 
noisy, front-page encounter between the two sides, which 
seemed to be aiming at confrontation. even so, “[at least] 
two…trustees resigned as a result of this episode.”

Provost bacher’s most notable improvement in caltech’s 
governance was the streamlining of faculty board procedures 
by creating a small (seven members) steering committee for 
the faculty board, with the provost as an exofficio member. 
in hindsight it’s hard to imagine how the full faculty board 
functioned without a steering committee to prepare items 
in advance for consideration by the full board. this was an 
example of the administrative talent bacher was famous for 
throughout his career.

other lasting educational accomplishments during his 
tenure as provost were: (1) pass/fail grading for all freshman 
courses; (2) admission of undergraduate women; and (�) 
broadening the humanities division to include social sci-
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ences. the first two innovations were conceived and nurtured 
in discussion groups, often seated in a circle on the floor, 
initiated by carl Rogers, a psychotherapist bacher brought to 
the campus for two years to critique caltech’s undergradu-
ate education. well-known for his client-centered therapy, 
Rogers advocated student-centered learning, with pass-fail 
grading as a prime example. bacher was pleased that this 
innovative (for caltech) excursion into new-age psychology 
had a “lasting impact on faculty opinions and ideas.”

when dubridge resigned as caltech’s president in the fall 
of 1968 to become science adviser for the nixon administra-
tion, bacher served as acting president until harold brown 
arrived in february 1969. bacher knew and admired brown 
from many contacts in washington, notably on the Psac. 
bacher remained in the provost’s office to smooth the new 
president’s first year in his new job, and then resigned so 
brown could choose his own provost.

on august �1, 1970, on his 65th birthday bacher left 
the Provost’s office but remained a professor of physics on 
a half-time appointment (at his request because he was not 
teaching) until he joined the emeritus ranks in 1976. in 1988 
he and Jean moved to santa barbara, where their daughter, 
martha bacher eaton, lived. Jean, an ardent advocate11 of 
nuclear arms control and limitation throughout her life, 
died in 1994; they had been married 64 years. bob continued 
the task of putting his papers in order up to the time of his 
death on november 18, 2004, at age 99.
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